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Contributions to the gas-to-liquid chemical shifts of water arising from the electric field gradient of
the surrounding molecules have been calculated as a function of the temperature. Since the
theoretical model is based on perturbation theory, this part of the chemical shift may be calculated
from quadrupole shielding polarizabilities and statistical mechanical ensemble averages of external
electric field-gradients. The contributions from the electric field gradients are found to be substantial
and are calculated to29.7 ppm for the oxygen shift and 0.7 ppm for the proton shift at room
temperature. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!01320-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has been established that intermolecular interaction
well as the interaction of a molecule with an external ma
netic field can be described by perturbation theory.1–4 Con-
sequently, the calculation of chemical shifts in solutions m
be partitioned into two parts:

~i! Quantum chemical calculations of derivatives
nuclear shieldings with respect to external pertur
tions such as electric fields, electric field gradients a
geometric distortions. Note that these calculations
carried out for the isolated molecule.

~ii ! Statistical mechanical ensemble averages of the m
nitude of the perturbation, which may be obtain
from molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo simulatio
of liquids and solutions. For obtaining accurate es
mates of the electric field and its gradient, a prop
description of the charge distribution of each mo
ecule is required in the intermolecular potential.

The accuracy of the adopted intermolecular potential is t
crucial for modeling chemical shifts adequately. This h
been demonstrated in the calculation of the gas-to-liq
oxygen shift of water by sampling water pentamers fro
molecular dynamics simulations of liquid water and calcul
ing the shielding of the central water molecule.5,6 For differ-
ent water potentials, oxygen shifts in the range of247 to
220 ppm have been obtained, demonstrating how sens
the oxygen shift is with respect to the simulation potentia

The construction of intermolecular potentials using p
turbation theory has been implemented in the NEM
approach.7–9Here it is important to note that many empiric
force fields fit the Coulombic term of the interaction pote
tial to experimental data—a procedure which does not
tempt to reproduce the molecular dipole and quadrupole
ments. These potentials are therefore not suitable
calculating ensemble averages of electric fields and ele
field gradients. The electrostatics of a NEMO potential
represented with atomic charges, dipole moments and po
izability tensors reproducing the corresponding molecu
8332 J. Chem. Phys. 106 (20), 22 May 1997 0021-9606/97
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properties and the response to an external electric fi
Along with shielding polarizabilities, the NEMO metho
thus presents a consistent approach to obtain the prope
needed for calculating chemical shifts of large molecules
solution based on first principle methods.

A reasonable starting point in the investigation of s
vent effects on nuclear shieldings is the consideration of
gas-to-liquid shift of the most common solvent, liquid wate
This approach has previously enabled us to calculate the
ton shift and its temperature dependence in quantita
agreement with experiment,10 by regarding electric-field and
van der Waals contributions as well as a contribution aris
from the different geometries of the water molecule in t
gas phase and in the liquid. The oxygen shift, however, w
not as well described, which may be due to that higher or
contributions were lacking. Here, the method is therefore
tended to the inclusion of electric field-gradient contributio
to the shift, because it has been argued that this effect ma
substantial for carbon and oxygen shieldings.11–13 Field-
gradient contributions should, however, be less substan
for the proton shielding since the electron structure at a
drogen atom is mainly ofs-character.

In the perturbation approach, the electrostatic part of
shift is expanded in terms of the properties describing
electrostatic interactions~using the Einstein summatio
convention!3,11

sE,ab5sab,g8 Eg1
1

2
sab,g,d9 EdEg1•••1sab,gd8 Egd

1
1

2
sab,gd,es9 EesEgd1•••, ~1!

whereEg andEgd denote components of the electric fie
and the electric field-gradient, respectively, both at
nucleus.sab,g8 and sab,g,d9 are components of the dipol
shielding polarizability and hyperpolarizability, respective
andsab,gd8 andsab,gd,es9 are components of the quadrupo
shielding polarizability and hyperpolarizability, respective
Dipole shielding~hyper!polarizabilities have been calculate
for the water molecule13–17but the corresponding quadrupo
/106(20)/8332/7/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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8333T. M. Nymand and P.-O. Åstrand: Chemical shifts of liquid water
shielding polarizabilities have only been estimated for a f
molecules.11–13,18For the water molecule, only a rotational
averaged value of one of the components has been
sented.13 In our previous work,10 we truncated the abov
series after the second term, thus calculating the electros
interaction term as

^sE,ab&5sab,g8 ^Eg&1
1

2
sab,gd9 ^EgEd&, ~2!

where brackets denote ensemble averages obtained from
lecular dynamics simulations. We used the shielding~hyper!-
polarizabilities calculated by Rizzoet al.17 Here, we also in-
clude the linear field-gradient term and the electrostatic te
is thus given as

^sE,ab&5sab,g8 ^Eg&1
1

2
sab,g,d9 ^EgEd&1sab,gd8 ^Egd&.

~3!

In addition to our previous work,10 we thus also have to
calculate the quadrupole shielding polarizabilities,sab,gd8 ,
and the field gradient,̂Egd&. The quadrupole shielding po
larizabilities are determined from quantum chemical calcu
tions of the shielding tensors of a single water molecule
der the influence of point charges and dipoles. The proced
is described in section II. The simulations of the elect
field-gradients are presented in section III and the chem
shifts are discussed in section IV. Finally, we conclude
work in section V.

II. CALCULATION OF QUADRUPOLE SHIELDING
POLARIZABILITIES

The quadrupole shielding polarizabilites,sab,gd8 , have
been calculated from quantum chemicalab initio calcula-
tions. A component of the shielding tensor in a water m
ecule interacting with a set of charges,i , is the sum of the
shielding tensor of water in vacuum,sab

0 , and a difference
tensor, i.e.,

sab
i 5sab

0 1Dsab
i , ~4!

where the difference tensor,Dsab
i , in the usual perturbative

fashion is given as

Dsab
i 5sab,g8 Eg

i 1
1

2
sab,g,d9 Eg

i Ed
i 1sab,gd8 Egd

i , ~5!

since we assume that the electrostatic interactions alone
responsible for the change in the shielding tensor. H
sab,g8 , sab,g,d9 and sab,gd8 are to be considered as param
eters and can thus be obtained from least squares fittin
the set$Dsab

i ,Eg
i ,Egd

i %. A fitting procedure is performed fo
each tensor element. We have used a singular value de
position ~SVD! approach,19 since the parameters are n
guaranteed to be linearly independent. By symmetry
number of required fits is reduced to 3 for both oxygen a
hydrogen. The number of parameters in each fit is reduce
7 and 9 for oxygen and hydrogen, respectively, also by s
metry.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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When choosing the set of charge distributions we rest
ourselves to distributions resembling the charge distribut
in liquid water, since our goal is to modelDsab accurately
for this particular charge distribution. We also ensure that
charge closest to the water molecule is negative in orde
minimize charge transfer effects. Other applications of t
point charge methodcan be found in, e.g., Refs. 12, 20, an
21.

We have estimated parameters for two different geo
etries; an experimental gas-phase geometry which is the
used in the NEMO potential~from now referred to as the
NEMO-geometry! and a liquid phase geometry calculate
theoretically by Moriarty and Karlstro¨m22 in a combined
quantum chemical and statistical mechanical approach~re-
ferred to as the liquid geometry!. The geometries are given i
Table I. We have carried out calculations of the hydrog
and oxygen parameters for both geometries at the Hart
Fock ~HF! level. The oxygen parameters have also been
culated at the MCSCF level using a Complete Active Sp
Self-Consistent Field~CASSCF! method for the NEMO-
geometry. The chosen CAS space is~6331!. We have used
the Dalton program23 and the atomic natural orbital~ANO!
basis sets by Widmarket al.24 We have previously10

examined the basis set convergence of nuclear shielding
the water dimer at the HF level. From these calculatio
we conclude that the contracted basis
ANO@5s4p3d2 f /4s3p2d# is sufficiently accurate. We also
calculate the mean shielding polarizability tensors which
defined as

Ab52
1

3
saa,b8 ~6!

and

Bbb52
1

6
saa,b,b9 , ~7!

and the mean quadrupole shielding polarizability tensor,

Cbb5
1

3
saa,bb8 , ~8!

where we have used the Einstein summation convention
The dipole shielding~hyper!polarizabilities found by the

point-charge method described above are given in Tabl
for oxygen. The parameters are given for both the NEM
and the liquid geometry at the HF level and for the NEM
geometry at the CAS level.

TABLE I. Geometries for the water molecule.

Parameters

Geometry r OH/Å a/deg.

NEMOa 0.958 104.5
Liquidb 0.951 110.2

aSee Ref. 7.
bSee Ref. 22.
, No. 20, 22 May 1997
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8334 T. M. Nymand and P.-O. Åstrand: Chemical shifts of liquid water
Considering first the shielding polarizabilities, it is note
that the parameters obtained for the different geometrie
the HF level are similar, and larger than the CAS valu
This overestimation of the linear field effect at the HF lev
has also been observed elsewhere.17 Although the HF param-
eters are similar, we note that the polarizabilities are lar
for the NEMO geometry as compared to the liquid geome
indicating a quite strong geometry dependence of the shi
ing polarizabilities, which has previously been noted
Rizzoet al.17

When we consider the oxygen shielding hyperpolar
abilities, the picture is different. The deviations between
HF and the CAS numbers are smaller, but the differences
larger for parameterssaa,z,z9 , the main difference being th
large CAS result forszz,z,z9 . When comparing the shieldin
hyperpolarizabilities with the results obtained in Ref. 17,
differences are substantial for parameterssaa,x,x9 and
saa,y,y9 but we note a much better agreement for parame
saa,z,z9 ; in Ref. 17 CAS values are obtained forBxx , Byy and
Bzz of 2125.2,2800.0 and 1367.6~ppm a.u.!, respectively.
We also note thatsaa,x,x9 andsaa,y,y9 are much larger than
saa,z,z9 . The difference in the agreement of the compone
arises from the use of different procedures. Rizzoet al.apply
a finite-field approach,17 whereas we bias our calculation to
wards electric field components that are important in liq
water. The electric field at the oxygen atom in liquid water
zero along thex and y axes by symmetry. Thus, mostl
charge distributions consisting of point charges and dipo
along thez axis have been considered for calculating t
oxygen parameters, and we therefore get a poorer descrip
of parameterssaa,x,x9 and saa,y,y9 . This will not affect the
chemical shieldings since the corresponding squared
componentŝ ExEx& and ^EyEy& are almost zero in liquid
water.10

The quadrupole shielding parameters for oxygen
given in Table III. We again note some geometry dep

TABLE II. Shielding polarizabilities and hyperpolarizabilities for oxygen

Geometry/method
Parameter NEMO/HF Liquid/HF NEMO/CAS

Az 2396.6 2359.4 2295.3
Bxx 213686 214018 213337
Byy 12533 12288 11737
Bzz 1201 1071 838

sxx,z8 500.8 458.8 436.9
syy,z8 360.3 352.9 263.4
szz,z8 328.6 266.4 185.6

sxx,x,x9 17752 17406 19668
sxx,y,y9 219721 218791 219505
sxx,z,z9 28369 28038 27705
syy,x,x9 30583 33414 27646
syy,y,y9 220795 221985 218037
syy,z,z9 645.3 826.1 1168
szz,x,x9 33778 33285 32711
szz,y,y9 234679 232951 232880
szz,z,z9 519.1 788.8 1508
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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dence and the differences between the HF and the CAS nu
bers are comparable to the dipole shielding polarizability d
ferences. We note that bothCxx andCyy are increased while
Czz is decreased while going from HF to CAS. In Ref. 13 th
value ofCzz is computed to 190.8 ppm/a.u. at the Hartree
Fock level which is in reasonable agreement with our value

In Figure 1 we demonstrate the quality of the fit b
showing the diagonal tensor elements of the difference te
sor,Dsaa

i , for calculations where the water molecule inter
acts with a point charge of21 a.u. at (0,0,2z), as a function
of z, using the NEMO geometry at the HF level. In the
calculations, the oxygen atom is placed at the origin and t
hydrogen atoms are placed at (6x,0,z). In this work we
have neglected overlap effects. It is observed, that the int
molecular shielding function for the argon dimer@i.e.,
s(r Ar2Ar)] resembles the intermolecular potential, althoug
with a minima at a much shorter interatomic separation th
the potential minima.25 For intermolecular separations close

TABLE III. Quadrupole shielding polarizabilities for oxygen.

Geometry/method
Parameter NEMO/HF Liquid/HF NEMO/CAS

Cxx 2334.0 2330.0 2320.1
Cyy 92.6 113.3 129.1
Czz 241.5 216.7 191.0

sxx,xx8 2136.6 2116.2 2144.2
sxx,yy8 2108.6 292.0 260.1
sxx,zz8 245.2 208.1 204.2

syy,xx8 2482.8 2517.5 2434.1
syy,yy8 237.3 266.5 224.2
syy,zz8 245.6 251.0 210.0

szz,xx8 2382.7 2356.4 2382.1
szz,yy8 149.1 165.3 223.3
szz,zz8 233.7 191.1 158.8

FIG. 1. The diagonal elements of the oxygen shielding tensor in a wa
molecule ~NEMO geometry! interacting with a negative point charge at
~0,0,2z!.
, No. 20, 22 May 1997
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8335T. M. Nymand and P.-O. Åstrand: Chemical shifts of liquid water
to ~and less than! this shielding function minima, overlap
effects are of course significant. The fact that the curve
Figure 1 do not contain any ‘‘repulsive’’ overlap contribu
tion indicates that overlap effects are small, at least in
case of the interaction between water and a point charge.
thus noted that we have included points where effects ari
from placing the point charges within the charge distribut
of the water molecule are negligible.

The obtained shielding~hyper!polarizabilities for hydro-
gen are given in Table IV. These parameters were calcul
for the two geometries at the HF level. We note that
shielding polarizabilities are quite similar for the two geom
etries. The main difference is the change inAz when going
from the NEMO to the liquid geometry.

When the shielding hyperpolarizabilities for the two g
ometries are compared, the parameters look very differ
Bxx is for example decreased by 50% when going from
NEMO to the liquid geometry. However, note that whi
Bxx and Bzz decrease when going from NEMO to liquid
Bxz increase significantly~we do not takeByy into account,
since ^EyEy& is close to zero in liquid water10!. It is thus
difficult to determine whether the shielding hyperpolarizab
ity contribution to the shift is altered by examining the p
rameters alone. It should also be noted that the three pa
eterssaa,x,x9 , saa,z,z9 andsaa,x,z9 are not independent. Th
hydrogen quadrupole shielding polarizabilities are given
Table V. These are very similar for the two geometries. W
further note thatCyy is small.

TABLE IV. Shielding polarizabilities and hyperpolarizabilities for hydro
gen.

Geometry/method

Parameter NEMO/HF Liquid/HF

Ax 70.7 70.7
Az 43.2 38.3
Bxx 102.4 49.1
Byy 110.6 147.2
Bzz 170.9 142.3
Bxz 2529.5 2424.2

sxx,x8 246.2 246.5
sxx,z8 250.4 244.2
syy,x8 278.7 279.4
syy,z8 253.7 248.0
szz,x8 287.1 286.1
szz,z8 225.5 222.7

sxx,x,x9 2287.0 2202.2
sxx,y,y9 2207.6 2259.9
sxx,z,z9 2347.3 2324.3
sxx,x,z9 518.3 431.4
syy,x,x9 2120.1 263.3
syy,y,y9 290.6 2153.4
syy,z,z9 2347.9 2298.7
syy,x,z9 522.6 454.0
szz,x,x9 2207.2 228.8
szz,y,y9 2365.3 2469.7
szz,z,z9 2329.9 2231.0
szz,x,z9 547.5 387.1
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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III. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS

The molecular dynamics simulations have been carr
out with the MOLSIM program.26 We have used the NEMO
potential7 with the extension to atomic dipole moments a
atomic polarizability tensors.27 The simulated system con
sists of 216 water molecules enclosed in a cubic box. In
calculation of the forces, periodic boundary conditions ha
been adopted with a spherical cut-off of 8.5 Å. The induc
dipole moments have been calculated by a first-order pre
tor, but a full iterative solution has been carried out eve
fifth time step in order to avoid drifting.28 The NVT-
ensemble was employed by scaling the velocities to the
propriate temperature.29 The equations of motion of the rigid
molecules were integrated by using quaternions30 and the
velocity Verlet algorithm31 using a timestep of 2.0 fs. We
have carried out simulations of 110 ps including 10 ps
equilibration at four different temperatures~269, 300, 338
and 448 K! at experimental densities. The water molecu
has been placed in thexz-plane with thez axis as theC2

axis. We consider properties of the hydrogen atom situate
(1x,0,1z).

The ensemble averages of the electric fields at the o
gen and hydrogen atoms have been calculated previous10

and ensemble averages of the electric field gradient are g
as a function of temperature in Tables VI and VII for oxyg

TABLE V. Quadrupole shielding polarizabilities for hydrogen.

Geometry/method

Parameter NEMO/HF Liquid/HF

Cxx 13.7 14.4
Cyy 21.1 0.2
Czz 212.4 214.6
Cxz 36.9 33.9

sxx,xx8 10.4 12.4
sxx,yy8 20.2 0.1
sxx,zz8 210.1 212.4
sxx,xz8 38.0 34.8

syy,xx8 12.1 14.1
syy,yy8 27.1 26.2
syy,zz8 24.8 27.8
syy,xz8 36.3 32.6

szz,xx8 18.5 16.7
szz,yy8 3.9 6.9
szz,zz8 222.4 223.5
szz,xz8 36.3 34.4

TABLE VI. Electric field-gradient components~in 1023 atomic units! at the
oxygen nuclei of the water molecule.

T/K ^Exx& ^Eyy& ^Ezz&

269 23.3 217.2 26.1
300 20.7 214.8 25.9
338 18.2 212.7 25.5
448 12.7 28.5 -4.2
, No. 20, 22 May 1997
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8336 T. M. Nymand and P.-O. Åstrand: Chemical shifts of liquid water
and hydrogen. We only give the non-vanishing compone
It is noted that all components decrease with increasing t
perature, as also noted for the electric fields.10 Figure 2
shows the distribution of the oxygen field gradient as a fu
tion of temperature, and Figure 3 shows the same for hyd
gen. The oxygen components may for the three lowest t
peratures be fitted to Gaussian functions, but this is not
case for the hydrogen components. Especially the distr
tion of thexz component at 338 K is broad with a shape ve
different from a Gaussian distribution. The field gradient d
tribution is thus more complex than the field distributio
which can be described by Gaussian functions for the elec
fields at both the oxygen and hydrogen nuclei.10

IV. CHEMICAL SHIFTS

For the electric field contribution to the oxygen sh
~Table VIII!, we note that when shifting the geometry fro
NEMO to liquid, it is lowered by about 1.5 ppm, which
mainly due to the change in the first order contributio
When going from the HF to the CAS level of accuracy, t
total shift is lowered by about 4 ppm~the linear part is low-
ered by about 5 ppm!. In comparison with our previous
work,10 the field effect is lowered with about 2 ppm for ou
most accurate value, NEMO/CAS. If the liquid geometry
applied, the shift is furthermore lowered by 1–2 ppm.

For hydrogen~Table IX!, we find very similar results for
the NEMO and the liquid geometry. The largest difference
about 0.2 ppm. This is to be expected from the good ag
ment of the dipole shielding polarizability parameters of h
drogen.

The electric field-gradient effects on the shieldings
given in Table X. It is about –10 ppm for the oxygen sh
and about 0.7 ppm for the proton shift, and it is almost
dependent of geometry. For oxygen, the results obtai
from CAS and HF calculations are also very much alike. I
also noted that its temperature dependence is substantia
opposes the temperature dependence of the linear ele
field contribution. This contribution is thus large for oxyge
and also significant for hydrogen.

The total gas-to-liquid shifts of water are given in Tab
XI. The numbers are obtained from adding the field and
field-gradient effect calculated here to the van der Wa
effect obtained in Ref. 10. We use the NEMO/CAS numb
for oxygen and the NEMO/HF numbers for hydrogen. W
note that the total oxygen shift is changed, compared to
previous work,10 by about212 ppm at room temperature o
which about210 ppm is the field-gradient effect and the re
originates from the geometry dependence of the dip

TABLE VII. Electric field-gradient components~in 1023 atomic units! at
the hydrogen nuclei of the water molecule.

T/K ^Exx& ^Eyy& ^Ezz& ^Exz&

269 20.3 214.1 26.2 10.2
300 18.5 212.7 25.8 9.0
338 16.6 211.3 25.3 7.7
448 12.2 28.2 24.0 5.0
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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shielding ~hyper!polarizabilities. The inclusion of the field-
gradient effect on the oxygen shielding thus brings us s
stantially closer to the experimental value.32 However, even
if a pure~intramolecular! geometrical contribution of210 to
25 ppm10 is added, we are still about 20 ppm from th
experimental value of236 ppm at room temperature.32 In
contrast to our previous work,10 we now describe the tem
perature dependence qualitatively correct, even though
smaller than in the experiment.32

FIG. 2. Electric field-gradient distributions at the oxygen atom.~a! The xx
component.~b! The yy component.~c! The zz component.
, No. 20, 22 May 1997
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8337T. M. Nymand and P.-O. Åstrand: Chemical shifts of liquid water
FIG. 3. Electric field-gradient distributions at the hydrogen atom.~a! The xx component.~b! The yy component.~c! The zz component.~d! The xz
component.
his
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TABLE VIII. Electric field effects on oxygen shielding~in ppm! for differ-
ent geometries and quantum chemical methods.

NEMO/HF

T/K 1st order 2nd order Total

269 20.97 24.99 15.98
300 19.46 24.52 14.94
338 17.84 24.01 13.84
448 13.92 22.73 11.19

Liquid/HF

269 19.01 24.52 14.49
300 17.64 24.10 13.54
338 16.17 23.64 12.53
448 12.62 22.47 10.14

NEMO/CAS

269 15.62 23.78 11.83
300 14.49 23.45 11.05
338 13.29 23.08 10.21
448 10.37 22.11 8.25
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106

Downloaded¬09¬Apr¬2002¬to¬149.156.95.126.¬Redistribution¬subjec
The total proton shift is changed by about 0.8 ppm. T
result ~23.04 ppm! is comparable to the result obtained
Ref. 6 of23.2 ppm by calculating the shielding of the cent
molecule in a set of clusters generated by molecular dyn
ics simulations. It was, however, noted in our previous wo
that the geometrical effect is about21.5 to20.7 ppm, which

TABLE IX. Electric field effects on hydrogen shielding~in ppm!.

Geometry/method

NEMO/HF

T/K 1st order 2nd order Total

269 24.28 0.30 23.98
300 23.94 0.24 23.69
338 23.57 0.19 23.38
448 22.71 0.10 22.62

Liquid/HF

269 24.05 0.25 23.80
300 23.72 0.21 23.51
338 23.37 0.17 23.21
448 22.55 0.08 22.48
, No. 20, 22 May 1997
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8338 T. M. Nymand and P.-O. Åstrand: Chemical shifts of liquid water
may explain the difference with respect to experiment.33 It is
furthermore noted that the temperature dependence is q
tatively modelled, even though the temperature depende
is stronger in the experiment.33

Effects arising from the change in molecular geome
on the nuclear shieldings of liquid water can be partion
into ~at least! four parts: an intramolecular part, which ha
been discussed in our previous work,10 a polarizability term
arising from the geometry dependence of especially the
pole shielding polarizabilities, a term arising from the chan
in the electrostatics of the liquid when the geometry
changed and finally a contribution from the difference in t
zero-point vibrational contribution. Neither of these fo
terms are formally included here. Our previous work10 shows
that the first term contributes down to21.5 ppm to the hy-
drogen shift and210 ppm to the oxygen shift. The resul
given here, indicate that the second term is negligible for
hydrogen shift and contributes about22 ppm to the oxygen
shift. Furthermore, zero-point vibrational contributions m
be substantial, since the rovibrational contribution to the
phase water shieldings is large34 and the potential energ
surfaces of water differ in the liquid and the gas phase.22

Other effects that may be substantial for the oxygen s
are overlap effects25,35–39and contributions from the magne
tizability anisotropy of the surrounding molecules.2 Magne-
tizability anisotropy effects should, however, affect the p
ton shielding to the same extent as the oxygen shielding

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have calculated the contributions to the gas-to-liq
chemical shift of water arising from the intermolecular fie
gradient in addition to the electric field effect. This contrib
tion is large for the oxygen shift and cannot be neglected
the proton shift. The oxygen shielding is shifted 10 pp
towards the experiment,32 whereas the proton shielding
shifted about 0.7 ppm. The proton shifts are still in go

TABLE X. Electric field gradient effects on shielding~in ppm!.

T/K NEMO/HF

Oxygen

NEMO/CAS

Hydrogen

Liquid/HF NEMO/HF Liquid/HF

269 210.86 210.97 210.85 0.75 0.73
300 29.73 29.81 29.68 0.67 0.65
338 28.59 28.64 28.52 0.59 0.57
448 26.05 26.08 25.98 0.41 0.40

TABLE XI. Solvent effects to nuclear shielding~in ppm!.

T/K

Oxygen Hydrogen

Calculated Experimental Calculated Experimen

269 27.91 ••• 23.20 24.70
300 27.39 236 23.04 24.35
338 26.66 ••• 22.86 24.02
448 24.80 227 22.37 •••
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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agreement with experiment.33 For the oxygen shift, the dis
crepancies between theory and experiment are still subs
tial, even if this work presents a considerable improveme
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